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1. Architecture and Training details
As described in the main paper, the modular nature of our

network enables us to easily replace or resuse various build-
ing blocks for the Feature extraction network F , and the
queried landmark predictor P to construct multiple variants
of our network. We particularly evaluted 3 combinations of
F and P in our work: i) ConvNext + MLP ii) ConvNext +
Transformer, and iii) MobileNetV3 + MLP. In this section,
we describe the architectural details of each of our variants.

1.1. Feature Extraction Networks

We use the official implementation of the ConvNext en-
coder [4] and select the small configuration. This configura-
tion corresponds to a ConvNext encoder with depths: [3, 3,
27, 3] and features: [96, 192, 384, 768]. The output of the
network is a 768 dimensional descriptor of the input image,
obtained by average pooling the features at the last convo-
lutional layer of the encoder. We make no modifications to
the ConvNext Encoder. For our real time variant, we use the
MobileNetV3 backend as the feature extraction network.
We use the implementation of MobileNetV3 made avail-
able as part of the pyTorch library [7], mobilenet v3 large.
We do not use pre-trained weights, and train from scratch
to specialize only on face images. The ConvNext encoder
has a capacity of roughly 50 million parameters and Mo-
bileNetV3 consists of about 6 million parameters.

1.2. Queried Landmark Predictors

We evaluate two versions of the queried landmark pre-
dictor P . The first variant of P is a simple 4 layer MLP
consisting of linear layers and GeLU activations. We show
a detailed breakdown of this MLP in Fig. 1 (left). The
second variant of our query prediction network consists of
Transformer blocks. While the MLP can process a batch
of multiple queries at once, independently, the transformer
uses self attention to exchange information across the si-
multaneous queries and leverage correlations across output
landmark positions. This version of P is seen in Fig. 1
(right). In this transformer variant, the number of simul-
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taneously queried positions on the canonical shape corre-
sponds to the sequence length of the transformer, for mod-
eling spatial correlations. Therefore the input to this trans-
former queried landmark predictor is a sequence on tokens,
where each token is a concatenation of a query qj and the
image feature descriptor fi. Note that the image descrip-
tor is replicated n times and concatenated with each query
[q0, q1, ..qn]. As the memory required to build a full self-
attention matrix across the input queries grows quadrati-
cally with the sequence length n, researchers have proposed
multiple alternative designs that reduce the memory foot-
print, in which self-attention increases only linearly with
sequence length [2, 9]. In our work, we use the XCiT at-
tention block [2] with an intermediate feature dimension of
768. In both the MLP and transformer variants of our pre-
dictor P , the learned position encoder M has the same de-
sign, consisting of a two-layer MLP with GeLU activations.

1.3. Optimization

We train our networks (F , M, and P) end to end using
the AdamW optimizer [5] with learning rate 1e-4, and other
hyper-parameters set to default. We trained our models on
a single NVidia A6000 GPU for 3 days, with batch size 64.

2. Additional Evaluations and Results
We now present additional results and validations, in-

cluding an evaluation of occlusion contour landmarks, an
ablation of different canonical face shapes, a comparison of
our architecture variants, additional anatomy results, addi-
tional 3D reconstruction results, and an experiment to show
how any dense supervision can be used to improve accuracy
with our method.

2.1. 300-W Evaluation and Occlusion Contours

In our method, the 3D points on the canonical model do
not necessarily map one-to-one to 3D points on the face,
which would cause occluded points over the cheek in half
profile. Instead, our model learns to map 3D points on the
canonical to “semantic” 2D pixels, which could be either
fixed points on the face or sliding points for occlusion con-
tours - entirely depending on what data we train on. We il-
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Figure 1. Architecture breakdowns of the two variants of our queried landmark predictor P . Left: An MLP variant. Right: A Transformer
variant consists of 4 blocks of XCiT self-attention.

lustrate this in Fig. 2, by showing the result of training only
on 300-W [8], which contains sliding occlusion contours,
versus training only on fake-it-till-you-make-it [10], which
contains fixed 3D landmarks (not sliding). Our method will
faithfully reproduce the behavior of the training data.

2.2. Canonical Shape

We train all our main results with one canonical shape
(shown in Fig. 3, left). This shape is a template face with
open mouth, eyeballs, skull, jaw and teeth. While any
shape can be used as the canonical, we evaluate an alternate
canonical shape with closed mouth expression (see Fig. 3,
right), but found that it can lead to an underestimation of
the lower lip landmarks on images with large open mouth
expressions, presumably caused by the change in topology
as encountered by Park et al [6].

2.3. Effect of Different Architectures

In Fig. 4, we show a qualitative comparison between
our 3 architectural variants on a test video, when predicting
dense (500) facial landmarks. The supplemental video also
provides a qualitative comparison, with different landmark
layouts, where temporal stability can be appreciated. Refer-
ring to the finding of Table 2 and Fig 14 in the main paper,
we find that the ConvNext + Transformer variant achieves
the highest accuracy, while our MobileNetV3 + MLP vari-
ant is the fastest at inference time.

2.4. Additional Anatomy Results

We include qualitative examples of teeth landmark pre-
dictions in Fig. 5. Our method is able to predict plausible
teeth positions even when the teeth are occluded, for in-
stance, during speech. The predicted 2D teeth positions are
temporally stable enough to place a template 3D model as

seen in the second row of Fig. 5. The reader is kindly re-
ferred to supplementary video for several examples of esti-
mating plausible 3D anatomy using the 2D anatomical land-
marks predicted by our network. To track 3D anatomy on
a video given only our 2D landmark estimates, we optimize
for an isotropic scale (estimated only on a reference frame)
and per-frame rigid transformations on template skull, jaw,
eyes and teeth meshes while using the estimated 2D land-
marks as re-projection constraints. For our anatomy fitting
results, we do not use a parametric shape model and also do
not enforce any temporal smoothness during the optimiza-
tion. We note however that any such additional complex-
ity can be trivially added to our method given it’s ability to
predict to dense landmarks, and will naturally improve the
quality of the estimated anatomy.

2.5. 3D Reconstruction

In Fig. 6, we show additional qualtiative results for
monocular in-the-wild 3D reconstruction using the dense
landmarks predicted by our method. We use the anatomical
local face model by Wu et al. [11] as an underlying paramet-
ric face model and fit this model to 10,000 2D landmarks
predicted by our network on several in-the-wild videos.
Any other parametric model, such as the FLAME [3] can be
trivially used along with our method as well. We highlight
the robustness of our 2D landmark predictor to challeng-
ing expressions, harsh lighting, and rapidly varying back-
grounds, thereby allowing the parametric shape model to
recover-high quality geometry from unconstrained video.

2.6. Dense Landmark Detection Using FaceScape

Because our approach treats landmarks as continuous
queries, it enables our network to already smoothly interpo-
late between supervised queries on in-the-wild videos even
when trained with only sparse supervision (see rows 1 and
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Figure 2. Our method trained only on 300-W (left) vs. only on
Fake-It (right). Our method can handle both fixed and sliding
landmarks as we learn to capture the trend seen in the training
data, if it includes sliding. Here, on the top row we show the land-
marks predicted by our method when trained only using the 300-W
dataset, which contains jaw landmarks that slide along the occlu-
sion boundary of the face. In the second row, we show the result of
predicting landmarks when only training on the synthetic dataset
from Wood et al. [10] which contains perfect ground truth, with-
out sliding. Our method reflects the behavior found in the training
dataset in both scenarios.

2 of Fig. 7). However, in the absence of denser supervision,
such a model extrapolates unseen queries sub-optimally. As
mentioned before, one of the key advantages of our method
is that it can be trained on multiple, simultaneous datasets
with inconsistent landmark numbers and layouts. In Fig. 7,
we demonstrate how adding any dense supervision from
strictly studio datasets [1, 12] improves the query extrap-
olation on in-the-wild images.

Open Mouth Canonical Closed Mouth Canonical

Figure 3. Effect of Changing the Canonical Shape. Empirically
we found the open mouth canonical shape to give better results,
especially around the mouth area.
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a) MobileNetV3 + MLP

b) ConvNext + MLP

c) ConvNext + Transformer

Figure 4. A qualitative comparison of our three proposed variants.
Top: MobileNetV3 + MLP, Middle: ConvNext + MLP, Bottom:
ConvNext + Transformer. Our ConvNext + MLP variant provides
a middle ground between runtime and accuracy.
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to predict plausible teeth positions even when the teeth are not visible in the image. Bottom: the estimated 2D landmarks can be used to
place a 3D template of the teeth on each frame of the performance and can provide plausible results.

Figure 6. We show examples of in-the-wild monocular face reconstruction using 10,000 2D landmarks predicted by our model. Our
network is robust to challenging expressions (a), lighting (b), and varying background, head framing, and lighting (c).
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a) Ours trained ONLY on Fake It Till You Make It, 70 landmarks

b) Ours trained ONLY on Fake It Till You Make It, 500 landmarks

c) Ours trained on Fake It Till You Make It and Chandran et. al, 500 landmarks

d) Ours trained on Fake It Till You Make It and FaceScape, 500 landmarks

Figure 7. In the first row a), we show the result of training our method ONLY on the Fake-It-Till-You-Make-It dataset [10] and predicting
the same set of 70 landmarks on a test video. The second b) shows the result of quering 500 dense landmarks from our model trained only
using 70 landmarks. This leads to poor extrapolation all over, especially visible in the forehead region. In the third and fourth rows c) and
d), we show qualitative results of how adding dense skin supervision from controlled studio datasets [1, 12] improves query extrapolation
in in-the-wild scenarios.
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